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In Rankine cycle, a large amount of latent heat is generated during liquid phase to gas 

phase and gas phase and liquid phase.

Theoretical maximum heat work efficiency is explained by Carnot law.

When using ideal gas, the left numerical formula is effective. The system that 

evaporative latent heat of Rankine cycle was used finds the heat work efficiency from 

the right formula.

By using that latent heat, we can get large amount of energy even if the temperature 

difference is small.

However, the weak point is that the heat work efficiency in low temperature heat source 

is small; it’s about 3 to 6 %.

But that is possible to be improved as a whole system. I will explain later.
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The RE expander can move if humidity wetness becomes high.  However, Other 

expander will be stop. The RE expander can drive low pressure by such reason.  But RE 

expander have a drawback which is resistance of pressure occurs when the exhaust 

timing. I considered the way to utilize its fault well. That will be explained later.
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This cycle represents recuperator. It collects heat which wasn’t used in RHE expander, 

and reuse that heat in the cycle.

The data in the left figure is the measured value at RIKEN. RE expander resistance 

pressure occurs when the exhaust timing. But that pressure does cancel flow resistance 

of recuperator.

Result. 50% of circulated heat amount in the cycle is reused, input heat amount will be 

reduced and the heat work efficiency will be double.
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These are the calculation for the amount of electric power generation of the RE 

expander.  Difference pressure multiplied by 51% chamber volume because 49% 

chamber volume work for expansion. Result is theoretical RE expander job.
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These are the average specification of RHE.
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We are developing a twin rotor system.  Left side RE expander is works for an expander 

and another RE is works for compressor. This system exchange from waste heat to cold 

heat.
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